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Military leaders have long recognized the importance of war games in modern combat -- to test their battle-readiness, to make sure
their strategies are sound and to give top commanders practice with high-stress decision-making. When conducted properly, a war
game can expose a strategic weakness in time for it to be remedied, rather than have it surface too late, as a battleﬁeld catastrophe.
War games achieve this goal by "putting key scenarios together," making sure that all parts of the system do the job they are supposed
to do. A landing by the Marines, all by itself, might go off flawlessly, but could end up as a massive tactical failure in the absence of
effective cover by the Air Force. Gaming pokes and prods for these sorts of potential failure points.
It's little wonder that savvy companies are using war game-like techniques to deal with modern security issues, since hackers are, after
all, conducting what amounts to open warfare, with networks, endpoints and the cloud as their battleﬁeld and with billions of dollars
at stake.
For a war game to be effective in an organization, though, it must accurately reflect the challenges that chief information security
ofﬁcers (CISOs) actually face. CISOs think about security in a time-honored manner-- as an interlocking set of strategies involving
people, processes and technology. To better secure an organization, each of these security components should be tested and
validated. Once that's done, you can design a war game that is organized around a breach scenario applicable to your business, and
tests each of the people, process, technology components wholistically.
If designed correctly, cyberwar games will:
- Unearth people, process and technology issues
- Answer the question of “Are we secure?” and “Can a breach happen to us?”
- Practice and reﬁne proper process/procedure for when a breach does happen.

Validating Security Architecture Components
There are several aspects of an organization’s security architecture that needs to be validated before moving to cyberwar games. For
example, if employees within an organization isn’t even aware of security policies and the danger of clicking on emails with
attachments, cyberwar games won’t be very effective. Here are some considerations for ensuring different pieces of the existing
security strategy is working as expected:

* People

End-users are typically the weakest part of an organization’s security strategy. Many companies have a Chief Security
ofﬁcer (CSO) or Chief Information Security Ofﬁcer (CISO) who is responsible for the organization’s security strategy. The chain of
command, whether it is security leaders or reports below them may be targets for compromise.
There are many ways to test the readiness of your people. One common way is via phishing campaigns, by sending out ersatz
phishing messages to employees, to see how they are handled. Obviously, employees who respond to the messages are in urgent
need of re-training, to remind them of the severe security risks their action can pose.
Another people-oriented validation strategy involves USB memory drives, leaving them in prominent places around a company -parking lots, cafeterias, lobbies -- any of the places that employees might inadvertently stumble across them. USB memory drives
are extremely handy ways of quickly moving massive amounts of data from one machine to another. Unfortunately, they are also
very efﬁcient ways for hackers to spread malware. In fact, one especially pernicious USB memory hack will transfer malware to a
computer simply when the USB is inserted; the user doesn't even need to copy programs or run executables. Worse, the "infection"
very frequently is done in such a way as to be undetectable.
The key here is validating employees’ understanding of the importance of security and raising situation awareness. Similar to how
at the airports, you may report to authorities when you see an unattended bag, the same type of vigilant employee base with a high
level of imprinted situational awareness in action is required when it comes to cybersecurity.

* Process

It's important to have security policies and procedures that are codiﬁed in writing. Validation needs to be done to ensure
that once plans and policies are developed, there are procedures in place to make sure the processes are actually
followed. This includes policies with external vendors, ensuring they know about, and adhere to, your organization’s
security policies.
One of the most important ways of stress-testing your processes is to make sure that human beings are actively keeping
tabs on automated processes to make sure they are working as planned. If your company works with various third-party
vendors -- as nearly all companies do – ensure that someone on your team regularly tests or review the security controls
these vendors have deployed. Another example: How do you make sure you're not getting fake invoices, for example from
hackers? It's relatively easy for a hacker to "game" a system once they know its rules. Validation of third party processes
is important especially payment processes, especially in light of the recent Bangladesh bank heist, where a $20M bank
transfer was stopped because of a typo. The key is ensuring that any automated process is subject to human review and
occasional intervention, for example when payment invoices are above a speciﬁc threshold, as a line of defense against
cyber attacks.

* Technology

Technologies that validate and prove that the security systems in place are functioning correctly — are an essential part
of a robust cyber security strategy. The typical organization uses a combination of technologies--from patch
management and vulnerability assessment systems—and specialized humans to try to address this challenge.
Unfortunately, technologies like vulnerability management systems are too noisy to provide an accurate view of risks. In
a recent SC Magazine article, results from vulnerability scans across 100 companies by an information assurance
company found 900,000 security-related red flags, and a false positive rate of 89 per cent in some industries.
Hiring ethical hackers to ﬁnd issues in your environment provides a unique perspective – how you are viewed as a target
by a “hacker”, but most projects are limited to a very narrow focus where only very speciﬁc security use cases are validated
(typically external threats) due to sensitivity and concern about data being exposed. Your ﬁndings is dependent on the
skillsets of the hacker and the cost can be exorbitant. Crowdsourced bug bounty programs are an attempt to solve this
by throwing more people at the problem, but this again can pose challenges as in the case of the infamous Facebook
versus researcher conflict, when companies don’t agree on the severity of a vulnerability, or the speciﬁc breach methods
that have been used.
The primary challenge is the validation process is performed on an occasional basis; every quarter or biannually, an
inefﬁcient process when risks may change hourly from new users, endpoints and applications. It makes much more sense
to have them running 24/7, something only possible when war gaming is automated (more on that later).

Conducting an Effective CyberWar Game
Once the security framework for people, process and technology has been validated, organizations can begin to conduct cyberwar
games. An analogy in modern combat is a military unit validating individual pieces of their plan are sound (from scaling walls to diving
into enemy waters) before practicing a complete mission of rescuing a hostage from enemy territory.
A cyberwar game is organized around a business scenario to simulate the experience of a real cyber attack. In a cyber war game
scenario, the red team attacks and the blue team defends. The goal of the red team is deﬁned, for example, it may be to obtain a ﬁle

named secret.txt stored on a server. There may also be a prize involved, for example, a “capture the flag” prize as both red and blue
teams ﬁght to keep or steal ﬁles. Typically, the games will include the participation and cooperation of participants from multiple
business units.
The most important consideration to keep in mind when designing a cyberwar game is to think like a hacker. IT security professionals
need to be right all day, every day; one slip-up, and an entire system could be jeopardized, along with untold millions of dollars worth of
corporate assets. The hacker, by contrast, just needs to be right once. This makes it incumbent on security professionals to start
thinking like their adversary in order to better protect themselves.
But what exactly does this "hacker-centric" approach to a cyberwar game look like?

* Design the wargame within the context of your environment

Hackers are bounded to an organization’s rules - network designs, ﬁrewall rules, hardening policies. While they may have
an intimate knowledge of the system they are trying to penetrate, all of their attacks must occur within the context of that
system, no matter how peculiar or idiosyncratic its design might be. Hackers, of course, are often very creative in
designing new ways of penetrating the best-laid security plans. But their creativity occurs only in the context of strict
adherence to the rules and protocols of the system in which they are work. Flights of fancy play no role in a hacker's world.

* Design the war game to validate the entire kill chain

Hackers understand the importance of playing the long game. In the early days of computing, exploits were one- and
two-step affairs, quickly planned and executed. Not any more. Today's hackers are patient and persistent. They will study
a target system for weeks, even months, quietly probing it for unsuspected vulnerabilities. Even the actual attack will be
carefully timed. It usually begins slowly, to make sure no warnings have been triggered. Only when hackers are certain that
their penetration has been undetected do they open their attack to full throttle. Ultimately, the end goal is to get to the
important data within the organization. Therefore, the war game must validate the entire kill chain, and the response to the
“what if” scenario – what happens if a breach is discovered today.

* Incorporate comprehensive hacker playbook methods

HHackers have also reﬁned their repertoire to a relatively small set of proven techniques. According to the Verizon Breach
Report, the "hacker playbook" now consists mainly of just nine basic attack patterns. The basic offensive approaches
account for 92% of all cyber-attacks during the last 10 years. In fact, most companies will only have to face a small handful
of them.
This is good and bad news for security professionals. On the positive side, it allows them to focus their security measures,
because they have to deal with a relatively short list of potential techniques. But on the other hand, with a relatively small
library of approaches, hackers are able to develop an intimate understanding of each of their tools, and will thus have the
skills to tailor and ﬁne-tune any one of them to deal with the peculiarities of the speciﬁc system they are trying to breach.
And while the arrows in the hacker's quiver may not be large in number, don't underestimate their potential sophistication.
Hackers have their preferred approaches, and they continue to improve them, making them more formidable with each
new system they come into contact with. Some hacker malware can lay low inside a breached computer, completely
undetected -- until, of course, it is activated, at which point it can wreak all manner of havoc.

* Establish what the most important asset to secure is

No step that hackers take ever occur in isolation; everything is asset and objective-oriented, even if the hacker's goal isn't
immediately apparent. What might look like a series of unconnected events are actually part of a carefully-scripted master

plan. It's crucial in a war game to validate that all of the security controls and processes are aimed at protecting the
organization’s most important asset. For example, in your war games, you can validate whether your breach scenario is
focused on protecting against online fraud or loss of proprietary source code from the data center.

Here are 4 examples of cyber war game scenarios:
Cyberwar Game Scenarios

Asset

Criminals Phish A Senior Executive And Uses His/Her

Actor
Criminals

Corporate
Information
Disgruntled Employee Gains Access To Proprietary Research
And Development Information And Sells Information To
Competitors

Intellectual
Information

Insiders

Hacktivists Steal Emails And Performance Reviews On
Employees

Employee
Data

Hacktivists

Criminals Compromise Third Party Contractor Network And Use
It To Gain Access To Company’s Data Center (With Customer

Customer Data

Criminals

Data) On An Ongoing Basis

A New Approach for Continuous War Games
Given the consequences of data breaches and the beneﬁts of cyberwar games, businesses can no longer afford to only play cyberwar
games on an annual, biannual or quarterly basis. Hackers are relentless, and don't take weekends or holidays off. While cyberwar
games conducted by internal security teams can be effective, the only way to be successful long-term is via an automated, persistent
process.
What is needed is a platform that “automates” the actions of a hacker and continually attempts to execute breach methods in every
part of an environment. This is a real-time “cyberwar game” that helps organizations preemptively and proactively ﬁnd holes before an
attacker does and continuously validates that defenses are functioning as intended.
This approach called “continuous security validation” or “attack simulation” is emerging technology that is available today.
Similar to an “automated red team” on a platform, the SafeBreach platform tests endpoints, systems, networks, cloud in an automated
manner; it is the only effective way to stay on top of today's relentless security challenges.
The SafeBreach platform simulates hacker breach methods to ﬁnd possible breach scenarios in an organization’s environment, and
then recommends ﬁxes based on what is found. Organizations will be able to quantify actual risks from breaches, validate whether their
security controls are effective and empower security operations teams.
SafeBreach simulators act as a “virtual hacker” and can be placed anywhere in the organization’s infrastructure. Note, though, that
these "attacks" are executed only within the conﬁnes of SafeBreach simulators; even though a full-on war-game-style probe is being
conducted, it is entirely "sandboxed," therefore there is no impact to the organization’s regular users or general infrastructure.
Simulators are constantly updated by SafeBreach Labs researchers to keep up with the constantly-evolving techniques being
developed by hackers. They allow security ofﬁcers to have a comprehensive overview of the organization's risks from breaches,
allowing them to better judge where to make security investments, and to justify those decisions to boards of directors.

There are several key characteristics of the platform:

* Continuous validation of security risks

Tests can be scheduled to run daily or triggered via change control processes (for example: conﬁguration of a ﬁrewall.

* Comprehensive hacker breach methods

SafeBreach Labs researchers break down attacks in the wild into methods that are incorporated into the SafeBreach
hacker playbook. In addition, SafeBreach Labs researchers also proactively researches new techniques.

* Simulations do not impact users or infrastructure

Because breach methods are executed between simulators in a closed loop environment, they do not impact users or
infrastructure but are safe to run in a production environment. Ultimately, this is critical to best understand real-world
risks. In addition, simulations among ﬁrewalls, intrusion prevention systems, web application ﬁrewalls and other security
mainstays will test the efﬁcacy of these controls, making sure these systems aren't inadvertently misconﬁgured, the
"everyday oversights" that can render even the most sophisticated security system useless.

* Simulations are executed across the entire kill chain

Almost all attacks fall into the cyber kill chain, and the understanding of this complete picture is critical for security leaders
to know how best to break the kill chain, and where to best focus their efforts.

Real-Time, Automated, 24/7 CyberWar Games
In summary, cyberwar games should be a key arsenal within any organization’s security strategy. It forces organizations to adopt an
"offensive security mindset" that is crucial in today's security environment. Organizations not playing cyberwar games today should
consider conducting them. At the same time, organizations should also consider emerging technology that can automate “cyberwar
games”. By executing hacker breach methodologies in real time, organizations can get a complete picture of the extent of their
exposure. Security professionals will have actionable data to use in remediating key issues, prioritizing resources on the right things
and, strengthening their defensive posture. SafeBreach is a new groundbreaking approach to playing continuous war games -real-time, automated, 24/7 security validation to help keep organizations safe.

